A: FABRIC WIDTH
B: CHAIN CENTER TO CENTER
C: OVERALL WIDTH
D: CHAIN CENTER TO OUTSIDE OF MESH
E: CHAIN CENTER TO OUTSIDE OF CHAIN

MESH SPEC. (ex: B36-24-18)
CHAIN NO. (ex: C-2080) LARGE ROLLER: (ex: C-2082)
SUPPORT ROD DIAMETER JOURNALLED EDGE: YES OR NO
SUPPORT ROD SPACING (ex: every 3rd pitch, or every 3"
SUPPORT ROD ATTACHED: THROUGH PIN OR THROUGH SIDE PLATE
SUPPORT ROD EDGE: WASHER WELDED OR WELDED TO OUTSIDE PLATE
CHAIN MATERIAL (s.s., carbon steel)
ROD MATERIAL
MESH MATERIAL

Lumsden Belting: Chain Edge Mesh Belt RFQ 800.367.3664